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The operating aesthetics of Mormondom give undue prominence to
the Holy Ghost in ma ters beauty.

ABSTRACT and theoretical definitions of a
Mormon aesthetics are interesting and ultimately
useful. However, a pressing need exists for

pointedly concrete and critical statements. While the
aestheticians are gathering themselves to the task of
definition, crucial decisions relating to the creation and
appreciation of beauty among the Mormons are being
made on a daily basis. In practical terms, there already is
a Mormon aesthetics and, in my judgment, it needs an
overhaul.

It seems particularly unfortunate to me that the
operating aesthetics of Mormondom gives an undue
prominence to the Holy Ghost in matters of beauty.
Such an aesthetics is perhaps inevitable, since it is
doctrinally impeccable and since for many persons the
experience of beauty and the experience of the Spirit
seem closely allied. Nonetheless, its result is, I believe, a
stifling of excellence in Mormon art.

A century ago, Apostle Orson F. Whitney declared the
Holy Ghost to be "the genius of ’Mormon’ literature"
and predicted thereby a superlative future for Mormon
letters.1 This neo-Romantic view has been given
perhaps its most persuasive contemporary expression
by Marden Clark in his essay, "The New Mormon
Mysticism." Clark notes what he believes is an increased
emphasis upon the Holy Spirit in today’s Church and
weighs the per.plexities and values of surrendering
oneself to the Spirit. Among the values he notes is a
spontaneous flow of creativity within the Mormon
artist. Clark cites certain artists who assert that "if we
really believe our own theology, if we really believe what
we say about the working of the Holy Spirit in our lives,
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then we have available the ultimate source of all
creation.’Z

However, one shows no irreverence to God, the
creator of human beings, by believing that art arises
within the human imagination. To believe otherwise
confuses testimony and art and diminishes the active,
controlling role of the artist. Artists who believe the
creative act to be their own responsibility are primed to
carry it through all its stages. They see themselves not as
intermediaries, not as conduits between the Spirit and
the rest of mankind, but as creators who by their own
God-given integrity give shape to beauty. Believing that
the creative flow of art arises within themselves, they
have a greater incentive for giving that flow a critical
evaluation; they have more reason, that is, to examine
and weigh, to edit and revise, to search consciously
beyond the first impulsive ideas and emotions for a final
form of greater beauty.

Another abuse of the Holy Ghost may be seen in the
wide-spread Latter-day Saint disesteem for great
religious art. Few Mormons would argue that God has
endowed human beings with the aesthetic faculty in the
expectation that they will neglect it. Yet it appears that
for many Mormons the experience of the Spirit is a
sufficient substitute for aesthetic experience. As a
group, Mormons are suspicious of the great art of the
Catholic and Protestant past, nor are they much less
suspiscious of art by Gifted Mormon contemporaries.
Chapel walls are commonly decorated by prints of a
sentimentalized dime-store Jesus even though prints of
religious masterpieces by Leonardo da Vinci or
Rembrandt are equally inexpensive and available.

Chapel architecture is further evidence of the
impoverished aesthetics of the Latter-day Saints.
Throughout Europe a multitude of beautiful old
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churches demonstrate that traditionally church
architecture has successfully harmonized great art and
religion. The new cathedral of Coventry, England,
shows that the art of our time can similarly give a
profound, satisfying expression to religious experience.
Built following the destruction of the old cathedral
during World War II, Coventry cathedral preserves the
concepts of nave, columns, aisles, and chancel but
renders them in a modern idiom. The vast open ceiling is
ribbed by geometric patterns reminiscent of Gothic
vaults; pillars are slender, towering, and fragile; blocks
of stained glass alternate with blocks of brick to turn an
entire wall into a great burst of scarlet, blue, and amber.
For those Mormons who do love art, Coventry cathedral
is likely to be both exhilarating and saddening. It will
exhilarate because it gives them, even forces upon them,
an intense experience of God. But it will sadden them,
too, because they are likely to think with a sense of loss
and missed opportunity of their own vital and growing
Church, one of the few in the world building new
chapels almost on a daily basis, most of which come off
the assemply line in a monotonous pattern of decent
utility.

According to Hugh Nibley, speaking in an interview
published in Dialogue, Mormon chapels"’represent
bottom-line economy; they all followthe same
cinderblock pattern, and the architectmakes his
killing.’’3 Yet in the same interview Nibley expresses an
attitude toward religious art which, ironically, can only
reinforce the present impoverished mode of Mormon
chapel architecture. Nibley speaks of the technique of
perspective invented by Renaissance painters and used
extensively on the ceilings of European churches to give
an illusion of a three-dimensional ascent into the
heavens. Nibley is fascinated by the third dimension
which perspective imposes upon the flat surface of a
ceiling or canvas. He sees testimony as analogous to
perspective, for through testimony--the experience of
the Spirit--Mormons transcend the two-dimensional
reality of this world. However, for Nibley testimony is
vastly superior to the painter’s creation of a third

dimension through the technique of perspective--so
much superior, in fact, that painting is irrelevant to
religion: "It’s all an illusion, a trick of art, you see; and it
will always backfire if you try to do that with the gospel,
which is the real thing. That’s why I think we’re wasting
our time, mostly, to try heightening religious experience
by using such devices in the Church."4 Nibley repeats
this assertion in a related essay where he says that
Latter-day Saint art attempting to achieve "spiritual
uplift" will fail: "To those to whom the third dimension
is real any attempt to enhance it by two-dimensional
materials are bound to appear pitifully inadequate."5

The notion that the experience of the Spirit precludes
religious art is not new. In the twelfth century, St.
Bernard de Clairvaux denounced thesculptured
decorations of Cluniac monasteries asdangerous
distractions from meditation. Duringthe early
Reformation, Protestants zealously removed paintings
and statues from their converted churches, claiming
them to be idols repugnant to God.

Those who substitute the experience of the Spirit for
an appreciation of art, religious or otherwise, do no
honor to the Holy Ghost; they trivialize it and
perpetuate their own limitations, their own condition of
unrealized capacity and undeveloped taste. The result of
respecting art and artists, Latter-day Saints will find,
will be an enlargement of personality and an
enhancement of satisfaction. Art is not a mere matter of
entertainment, to be indulged in when important
matters slack off; rather it is an authentic part of the
perfection of the Saints.
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